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introduction

it Is healthy and appropriate that the basic philesophy of U.S.

space efforts and the Investment In the Apollo program should be critically

discussed at the present time. [t would have been even more appropriate

for this depete to have been held two years ago, when the country firmly

enbarked on this path -- nothing could be more rulnous and demoralizing
than ladecision and re-reversals of our basic policies.

 

Most criticisms of the space program are negative ones. Thay decry

what we are not doing In other fields. 1 Support the space efforts, but

{ agree even more deeply with the criticisms of our non-efforts and will

Say more about them later. | do not believe our non-accomp! ishments along
other ldnes should be an excuse to tear down a positive effort. The

choices aust ba made between two or more actual constructive programs; let

us work towards a confrontation of them. We may find some way of mesting

all these needs; very often we will find that @ technical effort In one

sphere has 4 very substantial application to another one If we organize

1t properly. This is undoubtedly true of the space effort.

The sums Involved in Apolle are large ones, but we should not

exaggerate what could be seved by moderating this effort. in fact, wo

face the very serious danger that through mlsunderstanding, seening

luxurlus might be triemed from the MASA program. The basic booster

program couldnot be sefely impaired without a basic reversal in our

whodé space- and defense-related technological posture. No convincing
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pletureof direct military needs for the luner and planetary explorations

have been exhibited. But it is Impossible te believe that wa could neglect

the continued development of boosters,which are the central effort of the

Apolle program, of the deep space explorations of the next decade, and

which give us assurance that we will not find ourselves et the wrong end

of a sudden technolegical discrepancy in national security. What will then

be cut? Laboratories and research facilities and the long-range development

prograns will give way to the priorities of current comlteents. The net

effect of ☜selentific criticisesof the MASA program would thenbe to erode

its actual scientific vitality and to choke off Its Invaluable development

of basic research resources.

it Is often a matter of political or economic exigency to pere budgets

te the bone. {| hope the Congress will follow through on Its scrutiny ef

levels of expenditure to exercise Its responsSbl lites with full Information

end understanding of the consequences.

Henin

tn joining a maber of colleagues in a public statement supporting

the space progras, | was prepared torespond te the surprise of many of

my friends who know that | have been vocally critical of over-enphas!s

@n Man in Space. On strictly sclentific grounds | would give higher priority

to other parts of the space progres. Mowever, contrary to ay first expec-

tations, MASA Is developing « balanced program In which Nan In Space plays

a central, but not preclusive role. The sclentists and top leadership of

NASA have understoed the vital necessity of a broad advance In spece science

end technology as fundamental knowledge, as a seurce of many socially con=

structive applications, and és the essential bests of safe hunen exploration

of space. If they heve put less absolute stress on pure science, than alight
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he dawanded ♥ ¢.9., In the relative role of planetary exploration as

compared to the Apollo program <- one knows that they mist synthesize «

wide range of competing tnterests end respond to the popular temper too,

which does not always give as auch attention to sclentific achievements as

te the contributions of athletes and entertainers. And in the tong run the

Same apperatus that generates s broad base of pepular enthuslase for space

e@ploration would also accemplish our sclentific qork on a scale the letter

along might never have the appeal to get done.

Finally, it would be foolhardy toe be teo dogmatic about the dispen-

sablilty of tumen cperstors. it has been speculated that a comparable

effort in Instrumentation could match human Judguent, taking Inte account

the heavy burdens of cost that caryfing man Into space entalls (the life

support system, the need for extremes Ilabi lity, the need to bring the misal on

back to earth). This Is almost certainly true ef short missions In which

the astronaut plays an almost passive role, malnly to dewonstrate the possibility

of shielding him from the hazards of a space with which he cannot coms to too

close grips. When It comes to lunar exploration | would not Mightly disregard

the paver of aheavily instrusented manned experimental station. Once the

high ☁overhead costsof man's filght are absorbed, man can certainly add

special Ingredients of versatility and inventiveness. One of the respen- |

sibilities of « balanced progran must be to develop computer Instrumentation

that will magnify the power of human contro! and take his place for Invese

tigation and measurement where It can do the Job more effectively er more

cheaply. it would be as rash to exclude the development of the capab! lity

of man's perticipation In space filght es to rely entirely on primitive

cunning and adventure to the exclusion of Instruments in planning the

exploration.
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One criticiam must be voiced about the representation of aan in

space. The scientist realizes that man knows his environment through his

senses « his eyes and ears are instruments of perception, his hands of

mantpulation. Man cannot survive In free space; he must shééld hinself

from the most hostile forces of the cosses. Beyond such a barrier any

contact he can have must be Indirect. Artificial instrusents are another

link between the real world and his perception; under certain clrewstances

they can afford a wore realistic picture than his unelded deluston-llable

senses. Enowing al} this, the sclentist realizes that he Is man In space

when he flys Tires to Image the earth's cloud cover, and when he can give

reacte comands to repair Telatar, even though he sits at an electronic

console on earth. Correctively, we can have a more realistic image of the

earth from space than even the astronaut leoking out his porthole,weetdver

the subjective intensity of his private perceptions. 1t has never been an

Issue whether man should be In space; the Issue is te what lengths to use

his Intelligence to study and to assimilate the envirenment he senses.

A balanced program will give appropriate welght to a]! these modes of the

projection of the human endeaver.

 

This should be the core of my remarks, but they have been studleusly

and critically reviewsd by the National Academy ef Sclances Sumer Study on

Space Sclence. This has perhaps not bean disseminated widely enough, and

} wuld urge that It be Incorporated Into the record as a supplenent to

these hearings. To be able to dig into just one of myriad questions, whether

life tn the universe Is dnique to the earth, would by itself Justify the cost

of the space progres. This ts a large gamble, but It Is also counterbalanced

by the certainty of many unforeseeable sciences thet will stem fran the

expleration.
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There are of course many technologies we could Invest In whose by~

product benefits would anply repay the Investment, some perhaps by even

larger factors than space work. These suppositions should be bolstered by

concrete alternative plans. Heambhile, the breadth of challenges that space

exploration must surmount Is provoking the realization of many new technel-

egies. The frults of these may take a few years to ripen, and this will take

positive encouragement from Congress and the Adsinistration that this Is

among NASA's Important aissions.

te flelds like medical Instrumentation, which Is notoriously backward

in the practical use of present day technology by comparison to, sey,

communications, NASA Is coming to play e special role. Our national resources

In basic selence are nurtured malaly in close herweny with the universities

through grant adsinistering agencies like NSF and NIH. The confusion of

grants with contracts cam have disastrous consequences. These agencies have

net been attuned to deal with free enterprise industrial technology, which

dees and should require a different approach through the centract relationship.

The defense agencies are fully preoceupled with hardeare production and

weapons developments. Selag In touch with the sane Industrial resources,

NASA can function as a catalyst for the most rapid reduction to peaceful use

of the entire federal Investment In technological advance far beyond that

agency's expenditures. its needs for successful space flight already cover

the whole ganut of technelegical applications. MASA☂s mandate In this area

should be reinforced a8 a potent aaplifler of the public Interest.

Perhaps the main shortcoming of NASA's pregran Is already reflected

in the critical voices of some scientists: inadequate cosmumication between

the sclentific comunity and the top level of NASA adulnlstretion. The
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President hes recognized the need to tap the Intellectual! resources of

the academic comunity through his Sclentific Advisery Committees. AEC and

the services have thelr civilian advisory beards, as dees NSF and Nit

through the National Selence Beard and the Health Counciis. These consittess

sometines make unwelcome noises, but they heve helped to maintain seme level

of contact with sclence and technology in the universities and Industry at

tmportent policy levels. Especially If MASA Is to fulfill Its function of

elvitizing our allitary technology, this window is needed right in the

Adutaistrater's office.

Nen-tftorts
The costs of thespace program have Gecused attention on our non=

efforts In other aress of Intellectual life. The most significant non-effort

is our fallure to study then on « long range besls: the festitutions should

be doing this, such as Congress, the Executive, the universities, are so

harrassed by day te day problems that what they de generate In long range

thinking exceeds any ressonsble expectations.

The state of our universities should be ef special concern. They

should be the seat of Independent long range thinking where our youth can

learn to face the subtle challenges of tomorrew. They have had a revival

of sources of sclentific experttse, largely through generous support fron

state and federal geverrment. Sut the mechan!susthrough which this support

has been adulnistered heve sapped their Independence. There is no major

wniversity In the United States whose policies and resources are under the

actual control of Its am faculty. The tspoverishwant of the universities

hes stified thelr gravth, even worse thelr Independence and leadership.

What university presddent hes time fer Intellectual leadership when he Is

absolutely preoccupted with seeking 'charitabld' contributions to maintain
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the physical plant and malntain academic salaries at sone factional par

of Industry? tn practice the wisdom, foresight, even forbearance, of many

boerds of trustess and of governing adulnistraters hes concealed and mitigated

this depandence. Quite recently, hevever, government agencies have been

tmpelied to exact standards of comp!iance In government-university relatlon=

ships which the universities are hédpless to resist, and which plainly sub-

ordinate the universtty's responsibilities te these of Washington offices.

Plainly, we have not evolved a satisfactory mechanian whereby the const} tutional

responsibility of the legislature and executive for public resources can

support without stereetyping learning and research.

Many aspects of scientific development are frightening In thelr malevolent

power. if we had the choice we might wall ponder whether man Is wal! served

by the rapid growth of this power. We do not have the choice In the real

wortd. America's fallure te maintain technological leadership would not

only deny cur people the benefits of medical and Industrial advance, but

would subject us te the decay of sconanic fallure. Perhaps most faneral

of ell, ft might tempt aggressive competitors to take foolhardy ganbles

that would impert! the world. We have no choice but to take the responsi

bilities of technological maturity. |
These responsibilities are still not sufficiently appreciated. The

geeath of biology and medicine Is bringng us moral dilewas no less cogent .

than those of atomic energy. Are wa capable of understanding the Intensity

of the scientific revelution? The same society Is geing through the throes

of automation and of racial Integration. Life has never been more complex,

and the revolution tes berely started. 1f we do net rapalr the damage ve

will pay dearly for eur non-efforts In understanding and bolstering the
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role ef the universitfes as the centers of inte! lectual responsibility in

our seciety, or else fer nurturing whatever other Institutions can pley this

role.

None of the world's problens end pains haw escaped notice of the

spaceceritics as sulteble substitutes for our technical effort. Considering

the Siitlons of dollars we have spent in foreign ald and the hundreds of

billtens in our national defense, It seams unlikely thet the abolition of

hunger In indie or mortality In the United States will follew automatically

from a Congressional appropriation. (it would be well within the pattern

of history If astronautic nutrition and aedical Instrueentation, even by

thelr very indirection, made a larger contribution to the same problens!)

Our present state of wisdom to cope with these preblens, even more how te

cope with the world In which they have been solved, Is Indeed the acst

shansful admonition to our non~efforts. Teering dam a good effort does

not necessarily bring shout a better one.


